Positive feedback during sulfide oxidation fine-tunes cellular affinity for oxygen.
Sulfide (H2S in the gas form) is the third gaseous transmitter found in mammals. However, in contrast to nitric oxide (NO) or carbon monoxide (CO), sulfide is oxidized by a sulfide quinone reductase and generates electrons that enter the mitochondrial respiratory chain arriving ultimately at cytochrome oxidase, where they combine with oxygen to generate water. In addition, sulfide is also a strong inhibitor of cytochrome oxidase, similar to NO, CO and cyanide. The balance between the electron donor and the inhibitory role of sulfide is likely controlled by sulfide and oxygen availability. The present study aimed to evaluate if and how sulfide release and oxidation impacts on the cellular affinity for oxygen. i) when sulfide delivery approaches the maximal sulfide oxidation rate cells become exquisitely dependent on oxygen; ii) a positive feedback makes the balance between sulfide-releasing and -oxidizing rates the relevant parameter rather than the absolute values of these rates, and; iii) this altered dependence on oxygen is detected with sulfide concentrations that remain in the low micromolar range. i) within the context of continuous release of sulfide stemming from cellular metabolism, alterations in the activity of the sulfide oxidation pathway fine-tunes the cell's affinity for oxygen, and; ii) a decrease in the expression of the sulfide oxidation pathway greatly enhances the cell's dependence on oxygen concentration.